Some Augmented Cat ode Follower Circuits*
J. ROSS MACDOATALDT
Summary-Somedirect-coupled
augmentedcathode-follower
circuits are described suitable for power-tube grid drivers, coaxial
cable drivers,high-input impedanceisolationstages,activeelectronic filters, and frequency selective circuits. One of the circuits,
using only Z $ double triodes, has an input-output voltage transfer
ratio of 0.995 or greater with no phase reversal,can supply up t o 100
ma of positive current, has a frequency response essentiallyflat from
zero up into the megacycle-second range, can have an input capacitance approachingorequal
t o zero,exhibits an inputresistance
gre:ater than lo1' ohms for input swings of k 100 volts or more using
ordinary unselected receiving tubes, has an output resistance of 3
olxms, will handle a dynamic range of 630 volts peak-to-peak, and
shows less than one part in a million total harmonic distortion at
20-volts rms output and only two parts in 106 distortion at 100 volts
m s output.

IXTRODUCTION
P- HE CIRCUITS which
are
discussed
in this
-1;
paper have very high i n p u t impedance, low out- putimpedance,widedynamicrange,extremely
b
-380V
low distortion,frequencyresponsefromzero
tothe
megacycle/second
range,
and input-outputtransfer
Fig. l-The parallel augmented cathode-follaver driver
(pacfd) circuit.
ratios very close to or exceeding unity with no phase
reversal. They are suitable for many applications.They
may be used as grid drivers of high-power output tubes
and will supply 100 ma or more of positive grid current
Qutput Circuit
Jnput-Output
in such service. They are suitable as isolation stages or
DesigTransfer Ratio, G
Rcslstnnce, ro
nation
I
buffers,particularlywheretheirextremelyhigh-input
impedancecharacteristicsaredesirable.Theirlack
of
phase reversal together with transfer ratios equal t o o r
exceeding unity and their vanishingly small distortion
as well as wide dynamic range makes them particuIarIy
useful in active electronic filters and frequency selective
amplifiers.
a somewhat
The circuits t o bediscussedoccupy
intermediate positionbetween
ordinarycathodefollowersandoperationaIamplifiers.
An unmodified cathACF-2
See text
See tcxt
" . .. - .
ode follower has relativelyhighinputimpedance,
an
unloaded ac input-output transfer ratio generally less
arnplifier [2]. This circuit,shotvrl i n Fig. 1, is more cornth.an 0.98, an appreciableinput-outputdcoffset,a
fairly wide dynamicrange,anoutputimpedance
of plex than an ordinary cathode lollower, has a n o u t p u t
severalhundred ohms, and frequencyresponseup
t o resistance of 5.6 ohms, an input-output transfer ratio
of 0.986, and can supply u p t o 200 nla of positive drivth'e megacycle/secondregion.Ontheother
hand, an
Table I preoperational amplifier generallyhas ac and d c voltage i n g current without excessive distortion.
sents
expressions
for
the
xnid-frequency
input-output
amplification very close to or greater than unity, very
low nonlineardistortion, an outputimpedance of a transfer ratio, G , and output resistance, ro, af several
of the circuits with which we shall be concerned. Thc
f e w ohms os less, and a frequencyresponseranging
arithmeticamplifications gL and g2 which appear in
from a few to a few hundred kilocycles.
some of these formulas are [ 3 ]
THE PACFD
Previously, a parallel augmentedcathode-follower
driver (PACFD) has been discussed [l]and incorporated
as an output-tube grid driver in a high-quality audio
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where E.c” = p + l , the subscripts refer to tubes VI and 172,
and loading of V3 on VZ is neglected-usually a good
approximation.Notethatthealgebraicamplification
corresponding to g2 is negative.
THE

+

400 V

ACF-1

The PACFD circuit of Fig. 1 is not an optimum clesign in terms of number of tube halves employed alld
minimization of dc offset. I t can be simplified and improved, asin Fig. 2 , by eliminating the direct signal path
through V4 and by either omitting this tubehalf or connecting it in parallel with V,. The resulting circuit with
b
the two sections of a 5687 tube in parallel will supply as
-380 V
much positive driving current as the PACFD and can beFig. 2-The ntlgmented cathode-follower number 1 circuit (ad-1).
adjusted (e.g., by varying RL,Rgl, etc.) so that there is
no dc offsetfor a given quiescent dc input operating
T +250v
level.Weshalldesignatetheaugmentedcathode-follower circuit of Fig. 2, using only a single output tube
half for V3 bytheacronym acf-1. As Table I shows,
I .. .
its transfer ratio and output resistance are not much
- ;:ii
.*’,
7
different from thatof the PACFD; thus, its output re_---_-___-92
sistance is still of the order of 5 to 6 ohms for the values
OUTPUT
I‘ V I
12AX7
VP
- showninFig.
2. T h e acf-1isnotparticularlynew;
a
_-_ _-similararrangementhasbeen
used for sometimein
43K
INPUT
connectionwithfrequency-selective
amplifiers1 where
RK3
the frequency-discriminatiug‘ circuit is inserted in the
RKl
68K
1.8M
47K
feedback line a of Fig. 2 .
The acf-1hasatransferratio
G slightly less than
-1osv
unity when connected as in Fig. 2. It may be readily
Fig. $---The acf-1 circuit with voltage amplification control.
modified,however, to have a G of exactlyunityora
greateramplificationalmostaslargeas
gl. Increased
amplification is produced most simply by tapping the
frequencies. The differential-signal transfer ratio G could
feedbackline a down on theoutputcathoderesistor
be varied with the potentiometer shown between
0.97
R I c , as shown in Fig. 3. T h e resultingnegativeleedand 1.07, and it varied by
less than 0.1 per cerlt when
back reduction is equivalent to a decrease in gz with gl the dc supply voltages were varied by i 10 per cent.
remaining constant. As Table I shows, such a decrease
THEACF-2
increases both G and the output resistance Y O . A useful
feature of the circuit is that amplifications of the order The Circuit
of 1 to 10 are still achieved with quite low output imThe acf circuits of Figs. 2 and 3 may still be considerpedanceandwith
no phaseinversion.Thesefeatures
ably improved, although as they stand they are suitable
maketheacf-1
well suitedfortheactiveelementin
for a wide variety of applications. Although their d y active RC filters [3, 5 , 63. Note,however,thatwhen
namicrange is relativelylarge, it islimited by the
line a is tapped very far down on Rx3, the voltage diquiescentvoltagewhich
may beapplied t o t h e t u b e s
viderbetween Vz and V3 mayhaveto
be adjusted, without exceeding their ratings and by the
magnitude
and the quiescent dc output level begins to exceed that of the negative supply voltage.
I n addition, the m a i n
of no feedback loop is not effective in reducing nonlinear disof theinputappreciably.Thisresultisoften
consequence; it need not exist, of course, with ac coutortion generated in the input cathode follower VI, alpling between VZ and V3.
though, being a cathode follower, its internal feedback
The acf-1circuit of Fig. 3 wasdesignedspecifically
helps keep such distortion low. Nevertheless, no m a t t e r
for an active filter [ 6 ] where it was important that the how much the mainloop feedback may reduce distortion
transfer ratio be essentially independent of supply volt- in the rest of the circuit, the final limiting distortion
ages, that amplifications slightly greater than unity be
will be that of VI.
achieved, and that the output impedance be
low. The
4 first stepis further distortion reduction, andf u r t h e r
measured y o forminimum G was4.75 ohms at audio increase of thedynamicrange
is, therefore,theimfrequenciesand 5.6 ohms a t 0.5 mc.Witha12AT7
provement of thesequantitiesfor
VI. First,we m a y
in place of the 12BZ7, y o increased to 7.75 ohms at low replace RxRIby a constant-currenttriode12which h a s
,I)

--.-.--
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1

See Valley and Wallman [3], pp. 384-408.

2

See Valley and Wallman[31, p. 432.

the effect of greatly increasing
R K , and of improving the
d w a m i c range, particularly for large negative signals.
Nest,toreducedistortionfurther
al1d toextendthe
dynamicrangeforpositive
signalswithoutexceeding
thequiescent300-voItplate-voltagerating
of these
tubes, we may employ plate driving of VI as shown
Fig. 4. W e shall designate this circuit as the acf-2. Note
t h a t in ordertoextendthe
full amount of feedback
C ~ O W I It o zero frequency, two avalanche-breakdowIIl silicon diodes are used for part of the divider between
and 1’3. I n theirbreakdownregion,thesediodeshave
very low ac or differential resistance, but a dc voltage
of current.Eachdiodein
dropnearlyindependent
Fig. 4 is selected to have a drop oi about 100 volts.
I n addition to the constant-current tube V 6 ,the circuit of Fig. 4 differs from that of Figs. 2 and 3 by the
presence of the cathode follower Ir, which drivesthe
plates of Vl and V , with a signal very nearly equal to
that at the input. Thus, forexample,whenthe
level
at the input is increased b y 100 volts,theplateand
cathode of VIboth rise b,. nearly the same amount, as
do the grid, cathode, and plate of both V2 and V,. I t is
therefore evident that as long as none of the tubes are
saturated or cut off, the effective dynamicoperating
points of 171, If?, and V, will be virtuallyindependent
of signal. Such irzdependeIlce mearls, in turn, that these
tubescannotgenerateappreciabledistortion.Since
thcre is a signal path through VI, V2, and V3 from the
input to the output, the output will be a virtually untlistorted replica o C the input. l;urthermore, it isclear
that although all the dc levels can be arranged so t h a t
110 quiescentplatevoltage
exceeds ,300 volts, the instantaneous plate voltage of VI, V z , and V Scan increase,
because of a positive input signal, until TTb i s saturated.
‘rhis behavior allows a very wide, untlistorted dynamic
range to be obtained without exceeding tube ratings.
Note that the acf-2canbeconstructedusing
only 2$
doubletriodes.

IN

v,

b
Fig. $-The

-400

v

acf-2 circuit.

to el, e4 will also almost equal el. Finally, the negative
feedback between Va and V2 will act in such sense t h a t
es, which equals e4 plus the amplified difference between
e4 and eK, will, in turn, be nearly equal to el. Because of
the cathode follower action of V3,eR must be smaller
than e 2 ; e2 will thus be slightly greater than e4 and may
even exceed el. Note that driving the plate of V3with
the signal e3, whichis almost as large as e2, makes eK
closer to e2 than would be the case if the plate of Vswere
not so driven. If therewere no loss between e2 and eK, it
would be easy t o show that than e2 and eK would also
equal e4.
Although algebraic expressions for the various transfer ratios which may be defined forFig. 4. have been
worked out taking into account the loading
of V8and
V4 011 21’ and that of VI on Vq, the results are exceptionallyconlplicated
and will not begiven.Even
when
such loading is neglected, algebraic expressions for the
transferratiosarestill
long. We shallgivethosefor
Gn= e z / e l and G = e K / e l , because of the light they throw
on the distortion of the circuit. The main error occaCircuif O p e r a t i o n and T r a n s f e r R a t i o s
sioned by neglecting loading comes from omitting
the
Below are given some of the algebraic results of an effect of the plate current of VI on the cathode current
of V4. Since the former will generallybe at leastten
appr0xiInat.e analysis of the mid-frequency equivalent
for the circuit of Fig. 4,
circuit of Fig. 4 which shows that e2, e3, and e4, and eK times smaller than the latter
the error resulting from its neglect will be small.
will all follow the input
el closely. However, these reWe have the following approximate results
sults call be described
in words as follows. The input

-
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signal to V3will beessentially e2, since no appreciablewhere
loss of signal occurs across the diode-capacitor combillation. Further e3 will be nearly equal to e%,since V4 is a
cathode follower. Thus, eK wilP also be nearly equal to
e2. Since e l , e K , and e8 are all equal to or almost equal
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and

TABLE I1

For simplicity, we have written the effective resistance
of the constant current tube,
y P 6 + ( p ~ g + l ) Xas
~ Rxl.
~
For
the circuitof Fig. 4,R Kis~of the orderof 2 megohms. T h e
quantities M and N are less than unity. Eq. (3) shows
t h a t Gz may exceed unity; even so, G w7ill be slightly
less than unity. Note that the parameters
V
of4
enter
the expression for G only through M and N . Further,
for Fig. 4, these quantities may be approximated quite
closely b y

R,

1-G,

0

0.0025
0.00178

21K
82K

-0

1-Gs

1

Gz’-1

0.0039
0.066
0.260

-0 0*059
-0.182

1

1

1

1-G2
-0.0039
0.00068
0.0118

1-G
0.0050
0.0050
0.0050

R, and RL.The quantities 1-Gil given in Table I1
were determined by direct measurement of t h e difference between the two corresponding signals (e.g., el -e4)
using a Ballantine type 310A ac voltmeter. The places
in Table I1 marked -0 are notshown as exactly zero,
because they were limited to a minimum nonzero value
by the exceedingly small nonlinear harmonic distortion
components present in the output signal as compared
to the inputel, even when R,was adjusted t o m a k etheir
fundamentals exactly equal.
Because of the feedback present in the acf-2, loading
the output tends to increase Gz to compensate for such
loading. For example, the connection of
a 10K resistor
across theoutput increases (Gz- 1) to 0.024 and increases (1 -G) from 0.0050 and 0.0053 when measurements are made with el=10 volts. The other transfer
ratios
do not change appreciably. Note that the
acf-2
!z (1 constructed with a type 5687 tube asin Fig. 4can supply
.‘hus, toa good approximation only p4 enters ill and N up to 100 milliamperes of positive current to a load. Its
and then only asa second order term. Since p for a tube negative current is, of course, limited by the quiescent
R K 3 . Increased
positive
currenthandling
is relatively independent of operating point, the effect currentin
capacity
could
be
achieved,
if
desired,
by replacing the
of the parameters of V4 on G is, therefore, exceedingly
two
sections
of
the
5687
tube
by
more
powerful
tubes
small and their
changesarisingfromwideexcursions
such
as
the
6BX7-GT
double
triode.
of the input signal el will have a negligible effect on G.
We m a y also note that (3)-(6) indicate that increasing
Output Resistance, Frequency Response, and Capacitance
the p’s and gm’s of the various tubes will make G closer
Cancellation
to unity.
Measurements of the acf-2 of Fig. 4 yielded an output
The transfer ratio G may be made unity or greater
by tapping down the
feedbackline in the manner of resistance of 3 ohms and a frequency response into the
Fig. 3. Some of the other transfer ratios of the circuit megacycIe/second range. At 0.5 mc, 1-G had only inmay alternatively be made unity by inserting
a resistor creased from its midfrequency value of 0.005 to 0.026.
R, in series with RL,connecting the voltage divider for I t m a ybe noted that shielding the high-impedance porthe grid of V 2 at the junction of Rsand RL,and con- tions of the circuit and driving the shield with the output signal e g should allow a frequency responseless than
nectingthegrid
of V4 to the junction of R, andthe
plate of Vz. The method is illustrated in Fig. 9. Table 3 d b down to 10 mc or beyond. This cancellationof stray
I1 shows some experimental results for various transfer capacitance is effective when the input and output sigratios measured 011 the acf-2 with el = 10 volts a t l o 3cps. nals are very nearly equal as they are here; itm a y also
of a
The first row for R,= 0 shows t h a t Gq=e4/el =0.9975, be applied to cancel input capacitance such as that
coaxialcable at the input [7]. Perfect cancellation is
G= 0.995, and that
GB is slightly greater than unity.
These ratios are nearly independentof signal magnitude possible over a limited range of frequencies by adjustover a wide range and show that a 100-volt increase in ing G and/or Ga to the proper values.
thegridvoltage
el of Vl wouldlead to a99.75-volt
cathode rise and a 94.1-volt plate rise; as far as
VI is Linear Operation Range
Fig. 5 shows curves of the dc linearity of t h e acf-2
concernedthe100-voltinputsignallooks,therefore,
as
a cathode-to- with either t w o diodes in the voltage divider chain
like a 0.25-voltgridbiasdecreaseand
shown in Fig. 4 or with only one such diode. Here we
plate voltage decrease of only 5.6 volts.
Table I1 shows that increasing R8from zero t o 21 K plot AE= E ~ , - E K vs E i n , where the capital letters deAE wasmeasureddirectlywith
a
Causes GB=ea/el to become unity, while a n R, of 82K notedcvoltages.
makes G4 unity while causing Gz‘(=ez‘/el) and GB to be Fluke Type 801 dc vtvm. The nonzeroslopes of the
appreciably greater than unity. Here, ez’ is the signal central portions of these curves arise from the deviation
at the plate of V2, while e2 is that at the juncture of of G from unity and are consistent with1-G =0.005. It

;).
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onediodecircuit did not shokv clippinguntil e K > 2 0 6
voltsrms,equivalentto
583 volts peak-to-peak.

Input Resistance
\Ye havealreadymentioned
how input capacitance
at the input of the acf-2 may be cancelled. For man).
applications, it is desirabletohaveexceedingly
high
input resistance as well.\Yhen thegrid of tube VI of
Fig. 4 is left floating completel>- free, the output level
is found to be -65 volts. This value is determined b!.
the grid-cathode bias of 11
' a t which positive and negative
grid
currents
cancel.'
Since the output follows the
-2
I
I
I
'
~
'
"
1
'
00
0
.
input,
we
may
infer
that
the
input grid also
floats a t
clllvo~rll
a level of about - 6 5 volts. For infinitesimal input sigFig. 5-Linearity curies for the acf-2.
nals applied around - 65 volts which do not appreciabll.
alter the grid-cathode bias of t i , the input resistance is
is felt that the few visible deviations from the central
essentially infinite, since the grid current is zero. Hotv+tr;light lines are due to experimental error. For these
ever, in the present circuit, one must remember that the
r c g i o ~ ~the
s , device is so linear thatdeviations from cathodepotential of VI follows its grid potential very
linearityshouldnotshow
up visuallyeven
on this closell.;hence, we ma). expect that appreciable input
n1;lgrlified scale.
signals ma\. be applied before the L'1 grid-cathode bias
The deviationsfrom linearity at the endsof the curves changes enough to lower the input resistance greatly.
arise from theonset of positive or negativeclipping.
\Ye have measured the input resistance ri in two difEven the extreme deviations shown at the ends of the ferent ways. First, it may be found from measurements
curves represent onl!. about one per cent departure from of the output level Eli when a given dc voltage is aplinearity.Notethatwithonediode,
Eli = E ; , for Ei, plied totheinput
directl,. andthenthrough
a large
= - 7 5 volts, while for both diodes, this point is reached resistor. \Ye have used resistors of lo9, 10'0, lo", and
at E;,= - 1 5 5 volts.Thispointmaybevariedand
IO'? ohms for thispurpose. The input resistance ma!.
brought to El, = 0 , if desired, by changes in the values be calculatedquiteaccuratelyfromtheinferreddrop
of R K and/or
~
R L . Under these conditions, there would across the high input resistor. Secondly, it may be calbe no dc offset at Ei,=O and offset at any other value culated from a capacitor discharge time. Here, a small
of E i , would be produced just by the slight departureof highqualit!. capacitor is connected from the input to
G from unity.Experimentally,thisconditionmaybe
ground, charged to a given positive or negative voltage,
achieved by makingR K , = 27K for the one-diode circuit, and the source of charging voltage disconnected. The
and 39.5K for the two-diode circuit. These valuesof RKs voltage level attheoutput
is thenobservedasthe
apply kvhen Ei, is derived from a low impedance source.3 capacitordischargesthrough
ri. The time, T , forthc
It is found that a decrease in Rlis somewhat increases the difference between the output level at the start of dismasimumundistortedoutputswing.
IT'7th theonecharge and the final quiescent level to decrease to e-'
diode circuit, the maximum span is increased from the of its original value is then observed and ri calculatetl
j-290-( -290) = 5 8 0 volts obtained with RK5=201i to fromtheresultandtheknownvalue
of capacitance.
+290-( -340) = 630 volts with R K 5 = 13K. This s\ving AIylar, mica, and air capacitors ranging from lo2t o 10'
of 630 volts is further increased to 4-350-( -325) = 657 ppf have been used for such measurements. It has beell
1-olts if thepositivesupplyvoltage
is changedfrom
found that t h e two methods yield comparable results.
$450 to +510 volts. These swings were found to cor\\-e find for the circuit of Fig. 4 that r,=2 x l o 9 ohms
relate well with measurements of the maximum ac out- lvhen f l O O volts is applied to the input and 4X lo1"
put signals possible with the circuit. For these measure- ohms for -100 volts. For the measurement
of dc poments,thedcbiasappliedtotheinputwasadjusted
tentials and charges from a very high impedance source,
to place the qu'iescent operating point in the center of it is desirable that the input grid float a t or nearl!. at
thelinearoperating
region shown in Fig. 5. B>. this zero potential lvhen left free. By adjusting R K ~xve
, call
means, positive and negative clipping
of the ac signal
readily change the floating point from E K = -65 volts
could be made to occur together. IYith RK,=~OE;,
the with R e 5 = 20K to Eli = O volts with Rlij=24K. Kow,
when Ei, is + l o 0 or - 100 volts r I is found to be 1.6
If the input-output dc voltage offset is made zero for a given i l l x 10'" and 7 X l o t o ohms, respectivel>*. The results for
put level and at the same time, the input-output voltage transfer rasmaller
input swings are the same or higher. ComparaLio is made exactly unity, then the dc offset will remain zero for a n y
i!!put \r.ith the dynamic rangeof the circuit. R y proper adjustrnellt o f
ble resultsareobtained
when a single 100-volt-drol1
it,., R K S and
, the amount of the signal e2 eventually fed back to the
tliode
is
used
instead
of
the
thvo of Fig. 4.
right grid of V?,it should be possible to achieve the above result.
I.:\TII
\\hen
furlrtinninF:
i
n
this
ideal
fashion
\vith
unity
pain
and
zero
.-\lthough
an
input
resistance
of 1Olo ohms or greater
,
.
00

.110

io0

f

:/. I I I I > ~the
~ ~ ,olhrr nd\.nnt,geous characteristics of the circuit should
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is high enough for many applications, it was found that
even higher values could be obtained in the following
manner, The maintenance of an extremely high input
impedance over a wide input voltage range depends, as
we have noted, on the grid-cathode bias of V I remaining
at or nearly a t i t s grid-current cancellation value independent of the actual input level. By making Gq= 1 by
means of the series plate resistor R, mentioned earlier,
the ac and differential dc voltage transfer ratio from
input to the cathode of Vl become unity and changes of
input level should have no effect whatsoever on the gridcathode potential of VI.Such operation should, therefore, give increased input impedance over a wide range.
This ideawasinvestigatedanddidindeedyield
higher ri values. I t was here necessary to set R, to some
value greater than zero, then adjust R K to
~ make E K = 0
with the input gridfloating. The floating point is a fairly
sensitive function of VI heater current under these conditions, and it wasfound desirable to regulatethe heater
voltage for the entire circuit, to render EK more stable
with respect to time with the input floating. Increased
stabilitywasalsoachievedbyreplacing
'cis with onehalfof a 12AX7 instead of the 12BZ7 shown in Fig. 4.
Such replacement did not appreciably affect ri.
With R,= 50K and ER = 0 with input floating, ri was
found to be 2 X 10" and 1 X 10l1 ohms for Ei, = -100
and 100 volts, respectively. For R, = 75K, r ; = 5 X 1011
ohms forswings of both-100
and +lo0 volts. The
above values of Rswere insufficient to malie G., = 1, but
caused i t to be closer to unity than with R,=O. The
floating point was quite stable under these conditions.
It was found possible to further increase Rs to obtain
ri=10'2 ohms with fair stability of the floating point.
However, when R, was further increased to makeG4= 1,
the floating point was quite unstable, ri was difficult to
measure, and even unstable negative resistances could
be observed. I t is worth mentioning that the above reults donot dependcriticallyuponthechoice
of the
2AX7 used for V1 and V2; practically identical results
rere obtained with
several
different
12AX7's
and
12AD7's. Theseresultsindicate
that an input-output
resistance transfer ratio exceeding10l1is obtainable with
the acf-2. Since it responds linearly over a wide input
signal range, the acf-2 would be very well suited for the
inputstages
of a wide-range,extremelyhigh
input
resistanceac-dcvacuum
tube voltmeter.Using input
capacitance cancellation, its effective input capacitance
could also be held to a fraction of a micromicrofarad
over a relatively wide frequency range.
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Nonlinear Distortion
The exceptional linearity of the acf-2 suggested that
it might be difficult or impractical to measure the exceedingly small amounts of nonlinear distortion to be
expected for signals of mediumamplitude.Suchdistortion has beenmeasured, however, andtheresults
arepresentedinFigs.
6 and 7. Fig. 6 shows how the
totalharmonicdistortion
of an ordinarycathodefol-
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cent total harmonic distortion of an ordinary cathodc
follower and the acf-2 vs total acload for fixed signal magnitudes.

lower and of the acf-2 depend on output signal with no
added load.The cathodefollower used one-halfof a 5687
tube with 250 volts applied to the plate and a cathode
resistor of 40K connected to the -400 volt supply. The
frequency of the applied signals was l o 3 cps.
by
These low distortionmeasurementsweremade
the bridge method shown in the block diagram of Fig,
8. Since the input and output
signalsofthe acf are
essentially in phase at low frequencies and nearly equal,
one can subtract a portion of the input equal in magnitude to the fundamental component of the output from
the output and have left
only the distortion components
present in the output. Such subtraction occurs
in the
general radio bridge transformer of Fig. 8. This transformer has shielded input and output windings, and,
by floating and grounding the shields as shown, the

GENERbL R A D I O
TYPE 578-1

fer characteristic that gave symmetric operation, thus
greatly reducing even-order distortion generation, Note
thatthetotalharmonicdistortionindicatedbythe
lowest curve is less than one part
in a million a t 20 volts
output and only two parts
in a hundred thousand at
100 volts output.
Fig. 7 shows the dependence of the distortion of the
. . . .
..
various circuits on total loading (the'parallel combination of added load and the 40K R K J for different fixed
Fig. 8-Bridge circuit for measuring total harmonic distortion of a
signal magnitudes. Measurements were carried out a t
device having an input-output transfer ratio of unity or less.
IO3 CPS, and the added load was applied in series with
a 15 pf oil-filled capacitor.Sincethe
acf-2 holds eK
large in-phase signal applied to both sides
of the primary essentially equal to el down to the point where negative
is essentially eliminated from the secondary. For perclippingoccurs,theaci-2curvesmarked
el = 1 or 10
fect fundamental cancellationin the output,a capacita- voIts are equivalent to similar curves with
el replaced
as well b y e K . The comparison between the cathode
tive balance (not shown) was often necessary,
follower and
as the resistive balance produced by adjustment of t h e theacf-2 is fairestwhenthe
eK =constantcathode5 0 ohm and 10K resistors. I t may be noted that instead follower curves are compared with the
acf-2 curves, since
of balancing a reduced replica of the input against the
for constant el loading reduces the output signal of the
output, it is possible to increase G to unity by the meth- cathodefollowerquiteappreciably
so thatnegative
od of Fig. 3 and balance the output directly against the peakclippingis
not approachedasrapidlyaswith
input. Both methods give equivalent results, although
eK =constant. The rapidrises in the curves around loads
th.e circuit feedback is slightly reduced by the G= 1 ad- of 1E( and 100 ohms come from the approach of negajustment.
tivepeakclipping,sincethecathodecurrent
in both
Sincethe
lowestdistortioncomponentsnleasuretl
the circuits was approximately 10 ma. It will be noted
were of the order of microvolts, it was necessary to ret h a t in both Figs. 6 and 7 the acf-2 has of the order of
duce pickup and hum as much as possible. The Ballan- a hundred times less distortion than the simple cathode
tine amplifier is battery operated, has amplifications of follower.
10 or 100, and has low-internal noise generation. Resid'rm ACF-3
ualhumcomponentsandhigh-frequencynoiseare
sufficientlyreducedbytheshuntingcapacitorsand
Finally,in Fig. 9 we show a simplified acf circuit
parallel-T rejection filters shown. Before each
use, t h e which we shall designate the acf-3 and which uses only
imcircuit of Fig. 8 was carefully calibrated as a function of twodoubletriodes.Thiscircuithasanoutput
pedance of severalhundred ohms, appreciablyhigher
frequency from the transformer input to the ac voltthan that of the other augmented cathode followers. Its
meter. For the larger distortion components, the calimain advantages arc that its
ac and dc input-output
bration could be checked and distortion measurements
transferratiocan
be nlade exactlyunity(withthe
carriedoutbyconnectingthevoltmeteroramplifier
exceedingly
high
input
resistance
already
terminals directly to the bridge output normally
con- resulting
discussed in connection with the acf-%), and it can have
nected t o the transformer.
essentially zero dc offset over a wide range. I t is thus a n
It wasusuallyfoundusingtheabovemeasuring
impedance converter from very high-input impedance
apparatus and oscilloscope presentationthatthedistortion components were predominately second or third t o moderately low-output impedance with unity transfer
harmonics. Since we measure the rms value of the dis- ratio and wide-frequency response extending from dc
to tens of megacycles with driven shielding.
tortion and that
of the fundamental plus harmonics,
R,,$2' may be intheir quotient gives the total harmonic distortion, DJ,, By adjusting the series resistor
directly.Note
in the log-log presentation of Fig. 6 creasedtoavaluewhichmakesthetransferratio
Ge=ee/el. or G5=e5/e1 exactly unity. The resistor R Q is
t:hat t h e slope of thecathodefollowerdistortionand
across itexactly
t h a t of parts of the next two lower curves is very nearly then adjusted to make the dc drop
unity. Such a linear dependence of Dh on fundamental equal to the grid-cathode biasof VI. Then the dc output
willalsobeexactlyequaltotheinput.Since
7 6 isa
signal magnitude is exactly what one would expect for
highdifferential
pure second harmonic distortion, and it was verified by constant-currenttubehavingvery
resistance, the dc current through
R Owill be held nearly
means of the oscilloscope thatthedistortionwas,in
fact, of just this character for these curves. On the otherconstant and independtntof the input signal magnitude
or level. Further, since the transfer ratio G k is unity fox
hrand, the lowestcurveisslightlysteeperthanthe
differential changes, the grid-cathode bias of VI is a h
square-law dependence to be expected for pure thirdorderdistortion. Here the bias was progressivelyadjustedvirtually independent of signal level; thus, the dc off.
from f30 t o f90 volts to place the quiescent operating set itself remains zero, independent of level over a wide
point of the acf-2 at the position on the dynamic trans- range. I t will be noted that R, cannot be adjusted t c
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and rely on the fact that Gq will then be exceedingly
close to unity so that the grid-cathode bias of V I will
still remain nearly constant keeping the
d c offset very
nearly independent of level. Note that when dc offsetis
of noconsequence, Ro maybeomitted.Finally,
it i s
worth mentioning that for both the acf-2 and the acf-3,
the resistances RA,R,,and Rli5 can all be adjusted to
values which will make the output level zero whether
the input grid is floating or grounded. ‘IJnder these tollditions, this gridwill float a t ground potential, there will
be no input-output dc offset, and the zero offset will be
independent of source resistance.
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